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Each & every home 
that we build is 
very close to our 
hearts. And with 

every addition we get an 
opportunity to welcome a 
new family to their dream 
home. It was a big day for 
YashOne Wakad Central 
residents on 22nd March 
2023. Their homes were 
ready and we were all set 
to welcome our proud 
residents of the new nests. 
 
In our Indian culture, 
we wish to celebrate all 
our special occasions on 
auspicious days. And what 
better occasion could 
have been to celebrate 
togetherness of a happy 
community than the 
auspicious day of Gudhi 
Padwa. 
 
YashOne Wakad Central 
was beautifully adorned 
with lights, decorations 
and marigolds and it was 
blooming like a new bride. 

 
It seemed like a wedding 
where all the VJ families 
were beautifully dressed 
and their happiness was 
evident from their faces. 
 
It was Happy Neighbours 
Day for YashOne Wakad 
Central residents and VJ 
families were all set to 
celebrate this special day 
with their friends, families 
and neighbours. 
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We make our friends; we 
make our enemies; but 
God makes our next 
door neighbours. And 

at VJ we believe in celebrating all 
the new beginnings & cherishing 
the new bonds that are waiting 
to bloom. 
 
It is very important for the new 
residents to know each other 
as they start their new journey 
together. VJ Parivaar believes 
that since most people are 
extremely occupied in their 
professional lives and are 
unaware of their neighbours 
identity, getting them 

acquainted with each other 
might help mitigate problems 
during any crisis. 
 
The event saw a lot of activities 
happening in parallel. There was 
fun, laughter, togetherness and 
memories for life time being 
built. 
 
Kids and elders all alike, enjoyed 
the Live Band, Zumba, Drum 
Circle, 360-degree photo booth, 
games, various activities, etc. 
There were fun activities for all 
age groups to participate.

For the first time, I played 
drums and it was a lovely 
experience. I was able to 
share this experience with my 
friends. I have made many 
friends over here. Yesterday 
only we shifted here but I am 
not feeling lonely at all.

NIRAJ & ADITI
YashONE Wakad Central (D-1405)

SCAN THIS QR CODE TO 
WATCH THE EVENT FILM
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A CELEBRATION WITH
VJ’S HIGH-PERFORMING GROWTH PARTNERS

A grand venue filled with 
enthusiasm, a gathering 
of thousands of channel 

partners full of excitement and 
a glorious celebration of a year 
of record-breaking success, VJ 
Rising Stars lived up to its name 
in every way, at an unforgettable 
evening. 
 
With 15 project launches in 2022 
across east and west Pune, VJ 
presented the home buyers 
and investors with a diverse 
portfolio of homes, multi-utility 
studios, offices and retail shops. 
They received an overwhelming 
response for all their projects 
and we decided to celebrate 
this incredible success with 
the people who played a key 
role in making it happen – VJ’s 

Channel Partners. The grandeur 
of the evening was underlined 
by the presence of 967 Channel 
Partners who were present at 
the Awards Night. 
 
It was a magnificent evening at 
the JW Marriott that recognized 
the achievers who shaped the 
brand’s immense success during 
the financial year of 2022-2023. 
From live band to power talks by 
the senior leadership team and 
from awards for the achievers 
to candid conversations away 
from the everyday business 
conversations – it was an 
evening that was enjoyed and 
celebrated by everyone.
 
The celebration started with an 
amazing performance by the 

Pune’s real estate 
sector is growing 
exponentially. And as 
responsible stakeholders 
of this segment, it is 
our responsibility to 
contribute to the growth 
story, positively, while 
being a part of it. At VJ, 
we look at this as an 
incredible opportunity to 
make it happen through 
ethical and best industry 
practices with the support 
of our growth partners. 
This evening is a coming 
together of all our channel 
partners with whom we 
share this vision & passion. 
We are all working together 
towards this one, big goal.  

Mr. Nilesh Gore
  Vice President, Sales.
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Badmast Live Band that set the 
tone for the evening to follow.
 
The senior leadership team of 
Vilas Javdekar Developers was 
present at the event to talk about 
the journey in the past 1 year, 
and also lay down the markers 
for the year to follow. Mr. Nilesh 
Gore, VP (Sales), welcomed the 
channel partners, acknowledging 
their efforts and immense hard 
work. Mr. Rohit Agarwal, CFO, 
Ms. Dhanashree Shinde, VP 
(Marketing) and 

Mr. Anand Pitre, AVP (CRM) were 
present at the event. 
The biggest highlight of this 
marquee event was the awards 
ceremony. More than 50 
Channel partners from different 
categories, based on their 
performances, customer service 
levels and expertise levels, were 
conferred with trophies and big 
rewards for their contribution to 
a highly successful year for the 
brand. The idea was to celebrate 
these behind-the-scenes heroes 
and give them the pride and 

dignity they truly deserve for 
their immense hard work. After 
receiving the trophy, they walked 
the ramp and posed for their 
paparazzi moment. The crowd 
gave each one of them a huge 
round of applause and cheered 
for them. Mr. Rugwed Deshpande, 
Director, Setu Advertising, was 
also present at the evening. He 
has been the brand partner who 
has played a key role in defining 
and designing the advertising and 
marketing strategy for VJ.



CELEBRATING OUR GROWTH PARTNERS

EVENT COVERAGE PUBLISHED IN PUNE TIMES ON 14TH APRIL 2023
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CELEBRATING OUR GROWTH PARTNERS

EVENT COVERAGE PUBLISHED IN PUNE TIMES ON 14TH APRIL 2023
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We at VJ believe in 
transparency in all our 
communications. When 
someone buys a new unit 

with us we try our best to make this 
journey from the booking till the 
handover a very smooth process. 
Mock Floor & Engineering Expo is one 
such platform where we call all the 
unit holders and update them about 
the construction quality, timelines 
and other major milestones in the 
construction journey of the project. 
 
There are representatives to guide the 
customers about the event flow and 
resolve all the queries and doubts of 
the customers if they had any. It is a 
great way to educate our VJ Parivaar 
members about the smallest of 
details related to the project.

The moment I stepped on 
the floor, the lobby, the 
grandeur and everything 
looked so nice. Happiness 
could touch the sky and 
we could witness and 
experience that today.

Vasekar Family 
YashONE Infinitee (B1B2-1703)

TOWN
CENTRE

Retail & Commercial Spaces
near EON Wakad
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We recently organised a Mock 
Floor and Engineering Expo at 
some of our projects. Where 
our buyers got a fair idea not 
only about their unit or flat 
orientation. But also got an 
opportunity to see how the 
entire floor lobby would look 
like.



MOCK FLOOR &
ENGINEERING EXPO
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Studio Apartment is a 
unique concept in India 
as of now. And we are very 
happy to have one with VJ.

Jadhav Family
VJ GRAND CENTRAL S.U.R.E (2003)

Whether it’s your dream home 
or an investment property, 
the buyer is always anxious 
to know how will the project 
shape up. And how will it look 
like. 

Taking this into consideration 
we at VJ have made sure that 
you don’t have to experience 
anxiousbess by arranging a 
Mock Floor & an Engineering 
Expo.

Such events play a vital role in 
creating  transparency. They 
also give an opportunity to 
convey the quality of materials 
used in construction and also 
about the best engineering 
practices that VJ follows.

The moment we 
entered the room, me 
and my grandson got 
super excited. We went 
and sat by the window 
of one of the rooms. We 
have booked that as 
our room now.

Sharma Family 
YashONE Infinitee (B1B2 - 903)



You will never find a builder presenting 
such minute details in front of you. I was 
very surprised when I came here.

PHATAK FAMILY
(VJ TOWN CENTER-320) 

OUR WHOLE 
PHILOSOPHY 
IS ABOUT 
TRANSPARENCY

SCAN THIS QR CODE TO 
WATCH THE EVENT FILM
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New beginnings bring in 
New opportunities- New 
dreams and the start of a 

New journey. Gudhi Padwa marks 
the beginning of the Hindu New 
Year and the first day of Autumn. 
It is an important festival for 
Maharashtrian people, from 
kids to older people, everybody 
celebrates Gudhi Padwa with 
equal joy & enthusiasm. 
 
There are many different 
theories and stories which state 
the reason for celebrating it. 
History states that on this day 
God ‘Brahmadev’ founded the 
world. It is also said that on 
this day God ‘Ram’ returned to 
Ayodhya from his ‘Vanvaas’ which 

is why a Gudhi was erected as a 
sign of welcoming him.  
Even in today’s day when 
everything has been altered a 
lot, this festival is still celebrated 
in its glorious traditional way. 
Since we enter from the month 
of ‘Chaitra’ into the ‘Vasant’ 
season, the weather is changing 
and hence there are changes 
in the nature as well. All the 
old leaves fall from the trees 
and new buds come up. Mango 
Trees start getting new ‘mohors’ 
and heat in the environment 
increases. Since there is lot of 
heat, neem is used to suppress 
it. These are the reasons why our 
Gudi is decorated using different 
elements from the environment. 

This festival is celebrated by 
erecting a ‘Gudhi’ in the house. 
It consists of a Bamboo stick 
which has ‘Haldi-Kumkum’ on it. 
The stick is draped with a cloth 
or a saree and a ‘Gadu’ of silver 
or copper is put on the other end 
of the stick. It is then decorated 
with different items like Mango & 
Neem leaves, Batashe, Garlands, 
etc. Everyone dresses up in a 
traditional attire and enjoys the 
palatable Maharashtrian food. 
 
This is how Gudhi Padwa is 
celebrated in Maharashtra, but 
there are different ways in which 
different states celebrate this 
day in India.

Gudhi Padwa

Source - Internet
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Where there is a will, there is a 
way’ has come true in the case of 
residents of ‘YashOne Hinjawadi 

residents when they came together to 
form a traditional ‘Dholtasha pathak’ 
on their own. Professionals working in 
various fields had a dream to be a part 
of Dholtasha Pathak once and their wish 
came true with the efforts and financial 
support of enthusiastic residents.  
 
They planed everything along with the 
name for their very own Pathak and 
brought around 60 dhols, 12 tasha and 1 
ghanta gadi.   
 
On the auspicious day of Gudhi Padwa, 
inauguration of ‘Yashwant Dholtasha’ 
Pathak took place at the hands of Mr. 
Sarvesh Javdekar who himself learnt to 
play dhol after the inaugural function as 
he was very excited.   
 
There are total 85 members who are  a 
part of ‘Yashwant Dholtasha’ Pathak 
having 35 women and 50 men. 

YASHWANT
DHOLTASHA
PATHAK
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Recently, we at VJ inaugurated 
our first Formwork factory 
near Hinjawadi. We are 

the First Systematic Company 
in Aluminium Formwork 
Refurbishment. 
 
Having our own Formwork factory 
will fulfil our need to speed up 
the material supply for building, 
it will minimize dependency on 
external modification agency, it will 
enhance the quality of form work 
modification along with minimizing 
the cost of the whole process. Now 
we have our own dedicated place for 
formwork material storage.

MAJOR FUNCTIONS OF THE 
FORMWORK FACTORY
Formwork designing, 
Sorting & Stacking, 
Chemical cleaning, 
cutting, welding, 
lacquering, stickering & 
palleting, installation 
& supervision.

UDAK SHANTI & INAUGURATION OF 
VJ’S FIRST FORMWORK FACTORY
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#PROCESS INNOVATION AT VJ

 
1. Standardization of design as per available 
Aluform  material 
 2. New material purchase will be monitored more 
effectively 
 3. Labor cost advantages 
 4. Improved quality of work
 
5. Increase in Productivity 
 6. Effective Utilisation of Formwork Assets

How it is benefiting us?



You wake up from your sleep 
and go out for a walk to pump 
yourself up for the day. You 

step out of your house, and as you 
take in the fresh morning air, all 
you inhale is the dust and fume 
emitted from the vehicles on the 
road. Familiar, isn’t it? 
 
Pollution check is a collective 
effort. The electric bikes are the 
new age assets that are eco-
friendly and are rechargeable 
too. These are the new generation 
plug-in electric bike and are a 
cheap and convenient mode of 
travelling. 
 

10 NEW E-BIKES IN VJ PARIVAAR

START WHERE
YOU ARE. 
USE  WHAT  
YOU HAVE.
DO WHAT 
YOU CAN.

When we strive to become better than who we are, 
everything around us becomes better too.

We all are aware that energy and 
environmental problems are closely 
related, since it is nearly impossible 
to produce, transport, or consume 
energy without any significant 
environmental impact. 
 
Electric bikes have become the 
top trend from the last decade due 
to the numerous advantages of 
electric scooters that it blesses 
its users with. Indeed, e-bikes and 
electric scooters are the future of 
the two-wheeler industry. It is good 
to go with these vehicles to save your 
money and environment. 
 
We at VJ believe in conserving our 
natural habitat and ecological 
balance. This motivated us to come 
forward and do something that 
makes the work more comfortable 
for some of our team members. Our 

runners are always travelling 
between our various offices 
and sites. It is our duty to bring 
some convenience to them. 
 
And therefore we introduced 10 
new e- bikes in the VJ Family for 
them.

13



The residents of YashOne Hinjawadi 
celebrated the International 
Women’s Day in a very special 

way. They felicitated their Female 
Housekeeping staff and presented them 
some gifts as a token of appreciation for 
the hard work they put in every day. 
 
A special thanks to Mr Tushar Paithankar & 
his wife from A Wing who took the initiative 
to organise a surprise party for these 
wonderful ladies.

Women’s  Day

14

EVERY WOMAN’S 
SUCCESS SHOULD
BE AN INSPIRATION 
TO ANOTHER.WE’RE 
STRONGEST WHEN WE 
CHEER FOR EACH
OTHER.
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26th February 2023, Tulip 
Imperial Nagpur; it was a 
moment to be cherished with 
our families in Nagpur. No 
business dealings, no special 
occasion. Just a heart to heart 
interaction with our VJ Families 
with whom we cannot catch up 
in Pune regularly. 
 

 
The act of gathering as a family 
strengthens the connections 
made long ago. 
Youth of today is shifting to 
bigger cities for many reasons. 
What gets left behind is their 
families and memories of a 
beautiful journey. We at VJ 
consider our employees and 
customers as an integral part 

‘TEAM VJ’ VISITS
VJ CUSTOMERS
OUT OF PUNE.

The act of gathering as a 
family strengthens the
connections made long ago.
Our VJ Parivaar is growing & 
blooming but our roots are
very much grounded.
 
Ms. Dhanashree Shinde
Vice President, HR & Marketing
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There is nothing like re uniting with old 
friends and families. And we are so happy 
to catch up with them today

Mr. Nilesh Gore
Vice President, Sales

I would love to arrange more family
get togethers in different parts of the globe. 
 
If you want us (Team VJ) to visit your city for some 
nice candid conversations, please write to me at
dhanashree.shinde@javdekars.com  
 
I shall definitely love to discuss more with you.

of the VJ Family. And this time we wanted to connect 
with the families of our VJ Family. 
 
On this occasion Mrs. Kalpana Javdekar, 
Mr. Aditya Javdekar, Mr. Nilesh Gore, Mr. Sagar Kale, 
Mr. Anand Pitre, Mr. Abhijeet Mohite, 
Ms. Dhanashree Shinde, Mr. Rugwed Deshpande 
were seen interacting with the audience and relishing 
the old memories together.
 
Similarly, second edition of VJ Parivaar Reunion took 
place in Nashik which also received a good response.  
 
We will be going to some more cities as well with this 
one of its kind initiative!

It is so exciting to learn that some of the 
families have joined us from Pune..! There are 
many such Re Unions planned in the times ahead.

Mr. Vaibhav Kothamire
Head- Registrations

DHANASHREE
SHINDE
Vice President 
HR & Marketing
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In a world of Instagram & 
Twitter where one speaks 
their mind not to a person 
but to an unfiltered mob, and 

a generation of chat-bots and 
algorithms where the personal 
touch is now a distant has been, 
VJ believes that nothing tops the 
human emotion!  
 
We have preached and practiced 
our ‘People First’ moto every 
single time with every project, 
every occasion and every 
milestone. Our VJites have 
connected with all our Customers 
- our VJ Parivaar on various 
platforms during these special 
moments. So it is only natural 
that the army of VJites who 
make all this possible, get the 
opportunity to connect amongst 
each other. 
 
 
Connection – beautifully defined 
by Brene Brown is ‘the energy that 
exists between people when they 
feel seen, heard and valued’. And 
that is exactly what the Human 
Resources Group at VJ strived 
hard to accomplish this quarter.  
 

Human Resources or Human 
Capital Management, is a not an 
easy task. Giving your employees 
a nurturing environment where 
they can grow on all levels is 
key. At the end of the day, we 
bet on people, not on strategies. 
So Team HR reached out to all 
1100 VJites to understand their 
thoughts and concerns, to calm 
their fears, to support their daily 
functionality, to strengthen their 
health, to motivate them for the 
year ahead, to reinforce their 
goals and to let them know that 
they are valued! 
 
Being a real estate company, VJ’s 
major workforce is based out of 
the respective project site they 
work hard to create. Of the 1000+ 
VJites, about 80% work at our 
various sites in East and West 
Pune. 
 
The main purpose behind the HR 
Outreach program is to be there 
for VJ’ites at their work location, 
to go to them when they need us 
to solve their HR related issues, 
problems, and to listen to their 
concerns. Most of the time our 
site employees find it difficult 

to approach the HR team or to 
visit the HR office in case of any 
concern. HR outreach helped 
us to serve our site employees 
better in terms of changes in 
policies, systems, to solve their 
queries, minimise or eliminate 
hurdles while adapting to system 
enhancements
 
 
Under this programme, an HR 
outreach schedule was prepared 
and rolled out in advance for 
all VJ’ites to know when HR 
representatives would be visiting 
their respective work location. HR 
Representatives Gayatri Inamdar, 
Puja Sonawane and Bhagyashree 
Mane visited all sites as well 
as offices at regular intervals. 
Between the 3 of them, there 
were able to solve 600+ employee 
concerns at their locations.  
 
They even ensured follow up 
calls to these employees to 
check if the problem was fully 
resolved. The overall experience 
of the HR outreach program was 
very fantastic and it helped HR 
connect with our teams.

18
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hen you realise that 
success is the ‘only’ 
result of a worthy goal 

or mission, your commitment to 
that mission becomes stronger. 
However, it is not easy to sustain 
this commitment unless you 
realise how important the result 
would be for everyone involved 
and the impact your goal 
fulfilmentt would have. And so 
Team Learning & Development 
arranged a 4 day event to 
complete what had begun on the  

 
6th of January 2023 - an event 
VJites had not witnessed before; 
the coming together of all 1100+ 
under one roof, for one purpose – 
to Connect! 
 
Right after the launch of 
the VJ Connect logo and the 
Audio podcast of Mrs. Kalpana 
Javdekar’s beautifully penned 
‘Ruperi Kinar’, the organization’s 
goals were announced. All 43  
Functions, which made up 21 
Missions for 2023, were declared  

 
with a very unique commitment 
from the Leaders. In the form of a 
blessing that would protect us, a 
RakshaSutra which was brought 
from Rishikesh by Kalpana Ma’am 
was tied to the Managers who 
stepped up on stage to pledge 
their targets. It was a moment 
which filled every VJite with pride 
for the organization they worked 
in and with an inspiration never 
felt before; to achieve and go 
beyond! 
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It was now time for those managers 
who already had the Rakshasutra tied 
on the 6th, to tie new sutras to their 
respective team members. Held at both 
our East and West offices, the remaining 
800 members attended these meets. 
Each team was scheduled separately 
with time slots spread out through the 
day. The event began with Natasha 
Bhatawadekar, DGM - L&D addressing 
everyone on the importance of tying 
the RakshaSutra. The leaders were then 
presented with a file to commemorate 
their mission pledge which was further 
broken down in smaller goals. These 
missions would now be tracked on a 
monthly basis to track progress.  
 
It was fantastic to see every VJite 
so pumped up with energy, and 
so motivated with their leader’s 
encouragement. Various members, 
senior and junior addressed their 
friends, spoke their heart and shared 
their plans to achieve the said Missions. 
The event ended with group photos and 
refreshments.  
 
To Connect with everyone and leave 
feeling reenergised was the most 
amazing feeling! And we look forward to 
regular events of this kind to motivate 
our VJites and celebrate what they are 
capable of!

20



WELCOMING KFC TO 
VJ HAPPINESS STREET, 
HINJAWADI

 
Our experience with VJ is very 
good while setting up this 
outlet as Mr. Satish Nene was 
very supportive and shared 
project details on time. There 
was a smooth coordination 
during all this process. Mr. 
Kiran from project team 
was also helpful and he 
coordinated very well with 
our team. Thank you VJ team 
and looking forward for a long 
term association.

MR. SATISH SHETTY  
Business Development Manager - KFC

In the month 
of March. KFC 
opened its outlet at 
Happiness Street 
and on the same 
day their another 
outlet started on 
Sinhagad road.
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Children are our 
future. Without 
them, our 
country and 

our world would go 
nowhere. 
 
There are a lot of 
factors contributing 
to the lack of 
education of the poor 
children. Some out 
of negligence, some 
out of inadequate 
resources and others 
out of helplessness 
are forced to quit or 
leave their education 
midway. Some 
unfortunates have 
neither seen a school 
nor been a part of an 
education system. 
We at VJ feel privileged 
to support and 
contribute our bit 
for this noble cause 
to support child 
education. We believe 

it is their right and 
we should all come 
together to support it. 
We sometimes take a 
lot of time to realise 
that we have got a 
lot more than many 
around us. 
 
Mr & Mrs Roy from 
YashOne Hinjawadi 
got to know about 
our Doorstep school 
kids through our VJ 
Connect. It was heart-
warming for them to 
learn about the kids of 
our labours and how 
we supplement them 
with education and 

nurturing through our 
Doorstep schools. 
 
The Roy family visited 
our YashOne Infinitee 
door step school 
on Mrs.Shreethi 
Roy’s birthday and 
spent a great time 
interacting with the 
kids. They offered a 
meal, chocolates and 
lots of love to these 
kids. It was a great 
experience to watch 
all these kids smiling 
and getting involved 
with the family as well 
as the family showing 
their affection 
towards the kids.

SHREETHI ROY (RESIDENT OF YASHONE
 HINJAWADI) CELEBRATES HER B’DAY WITH
THE VJ DOOR STEP SCHOOL CHILDREN

NOT ALL OF US CAN DO 
GREAT THINGS. BUT WE CAN 
DO SMALL THINGS WITH 
GREAT LOVE.

First of all we would like to 
appreciate the VJ Team for 
such a nice initiative. We as 
a family have always tried to 
contribute to such initiatives. 
 
We feel this is our 
contribution towards the 
society.”Their parents have 
built our house. We have 
learnt so much from the 
teachers and children today 
and are going back with plenty 
of emotions.

MRS. SHREETHI ROY
YASHONE HINJAWADI - D601
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KNOW OUR VJ
SENIOR
LEADERSHIP
MEET A FAMILY OF ACHIEVERS! 

MRS.

ANUJA SATHE
ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT

CORPORATE FINANCE, 
COMPLIANCE & REPORTING

Anuja is a strong believer that 
whatever life throws at you, God 
gives you the strength and the 
support system to handle it. She 
feels lucky for the support from 
her family and feels you should 
always be thankful for the good 
things in life!

Watching movies, eating out, sneaking 
out of home for late night coffees!

Common in te re s t s 
of  Anu ja & Hri sh ike sh

Here is one intellectual, 
multi-tasking and 

meticulous woman – Anuja 
Sathe, having a strong 
experience of 15 years in 
Finance. She is currently 
working as Assistant Vice 
President – Corporate 
Finance, Compliance & 
Reporting at VJ. 
 
Anuja comes from a typical 
Maharashtrian family with 
ethics and values. Anuja 
did her schooling from 
St. Joseph’s High School, 
Pashan and decided to take 
the commerce stream. She 
did her M.Com from BMCC 
college. She pursued the 
Chartered Accountancy 
course and qualified as CA 
in November 2002. She has 
also done a Post Graduate 
Diploma in Financial 
Management from NMIMS and 
is also a Certified Internal 
Auditor. Anuja feels that 
education is very important 
that is what makes you 
powerful! And she gives credit 
to her mother who is herself 
a PhD in Economics and was 
a professor for inculcating 
this thought in her since 
childhood. 
 
Anuja never wanted to 
practice after becoming a 
CA so she took up her first 

job in ICICI Home Finance 
in 2003. After gaining good 
experience from her other 
jobs, she joined VJ in Jan 2021 
in Corporate Finance.    
 
Anuja feels lucky to have 
supportive bosses in all her 
work places and VJ is no 
exception as  
Mr. Aditya Javdekar and  
Mr. Rohit Agarwal have always 
been very supportive and 
understanding and hence she 
is very happy to work with VJ.  
 
She is very straight forward 
in nature and she is the 
most hot headed in her 
department! 
 
Anuja stays in a joint 
family with her husband – 
Hrishikesh, 3 sons, her  in-
laws and her sister-in-law. 
Hrishikesh is also CA and is 
a Partner with PWC (Price 
Waterhouse Coopers) which 
is one of the Big 4 Accounting 
Firms in India. 
 
Being from same profession 
and having worked with 
big firms herself, she 
understands the work 
pressures and hence 
preferred to take a step back 
and balance work and home 
after marriage and kids.         
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One will be astonished to 
know Anuja is blessed with 
one elder son - Arjun and 
then twin boys – Aditya 
and Agastya! Salute to her 
patience really! She says, her 
first reaction after learning 
about the twins was shocking 
and she took time to adjust to 
it. After having kids, she went 
for more of part time roles. 
She got a lot of support from 
home and her bosses every 
time at all levels which was 
very essential. 
 
Anuja strongly feels that the 
both the parents play an equal 
role but she feels kids would 
always want their mother to 
be around more and same is 
with her kids. She tries to take 
out time and takes care of 
their studies and other extra-
curricular activities. She says, 
there is equal importance 
to studies and sports in 
their family and even her 
children are aware of their 
responsibilities. 
 
She never knew cooking 
before marriage!  And after 
marriage also, her mother-
in-law never insisted that 
she should cook. In fact, she 
finds cooking to be a little 
stressful but enjoys cooking 
for her kids whenever she can! 
She feels blessed to have a 
very supportive joint family. 
She gives credit to both her 
parents-in-law and sister-in-
law who played and still play 
a very important role when it 
comes to taking care of the 
kids. Anuja strongly feels that 
women should not shy away 
from asking for support and 
she has been lucky with her 

mother-in-law for providing 
the same. She considers her 
family as a pillar of support 
as without them, Anuja would 
not have been able to venture 
out.  According to her, staying 
in a joint family, has its pros 
and cons although the pros 
outweigh the cons! Had she 
been staying in a nuclear 
family, the situation would 
have been different. 
 
FRIENDS FIRST 
Anuja and Hrishikesh met 
in college and have known 
each other since then. 
They pursued CA together 
and hence she considers 
Hrishikesh her friend first and 
husband later. Hrishikesh is 
an intelligent and a well-read 
person with whom she is able 
to share all her thoughts and 
problems. He loves watching 
cricket and spending his free 
time with kids.  
 
Her elder son, Arjun is 
National level Swimmer and 
is in 10th Std while her twin 
boys are in 7th std and enjoy 
playing cricket. All three of 
them study in Seva Sadan 
English Medium School. 
 
ANUJA’S TAKE ON LIFE 
She feels work-life balance 
is a myth for women. There 
is practically no time for 
yourself. Be it at work 
or at home, you always 
try to be your best. She 
says, trying to be best at 
everything eventually gets 
very exhausting. It is a daily 
struggle but she saw her 
working mother do this and 
feels she can do it too! 
Anuja is of the strong opinion 
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every woman should have her 
financial independence. Today at 
the stage she is, although money 
is important, equally or little more 
important is the time one gets 
for him or herself and family. Also 
when your kids are small, there 
is no one who can fit in the role 
of a mother and hence she was 
happy taking a break from her job. 
But her husband, Hrishikesh has 
always motivated her to get back to 
work so that she can have her own 
independent world!



ON the occasion of World 
Liver Day, Walkathon 
and Marathon was 
organized with organ 

donation drive recently. World 
Liver Day is celebrated on 
19th April across the world.  
 
On Sunday, 16th April, 2023 
Deenanath Mangeshkar 
Hospital had organized an 
Organ Donation Awareness 
drive having marathon & 
walkathon on the occasion of 
World Liver Day followed by an 
organ donation felicitation 
program.  
 
The event was organized at 
Keshavbaug on DP road and 
kicked off at 6:30am with 
marathon & walkathon having 
more than 800 enthusiastic 
participants. Walkers run 
through a route of 5Km and 
there was 7Km route for 

marathon runners.  There 
was a participation from all 
age group people. This was 
followed by organ donor 
felicitation programme and 
awareness programme having 
pathanatya(Street Play), poster 
viewing and an entertainment 
show.  
 
Mr. Vilas Javdekar & 
Mrs. Kalpana Javdekar were 
invited as Chief Guests for this 
program where Kalpana madam 
shared her experience of liver 
transplant.
 
Dr. Dhananjay Kelkar, M.S. 
(General Surgery) who is 
Surgical Oncologist addressed 
the audience which was 
followed by awareness 
speeches. The program ended 
with the prize distribution for 
poster competition. 

NO CASTE - NO BAR
SAVE LIVES - DONATE ORGANS
WALKATHON & MARATHON WITH 
DIFFERENT PURPOSE

DID YOU KNOW?
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The festival of Holi in India stands for a lot 
of things including colours, harvest, start 
of the spring season, folk songs, dances, 

customary rituals, family get-togethers, 
feasts, special pujas and many others. The joy 
associated with Holi also marks the beginning 
of a new season that suggests hope and 
resurgence. 
 
The festival of colours was celebrated with great 
enthusiasm in all our societies. People of all 
age group came forward and had a great time 
celebrating Holi with their friends and family. 
 
Holi spreads the message of peace and 
happiness. It is the day to express love with 
colours. It is a time to show affection.

LET’S BURN OUR EGOS, 
EXPECTATIONS AND ILL 
THOUGHTS IN THE FIRE
OF HOLI.

HOLI ISN’T A DAY’S 
CELEBRATION, IT’S 
A SEASON FULL OF 
LOVE, EMOTIONS
& COLOURS

Palladio,Tathawade

Palladio, Tathawade

YashONE Pirangut

Yashwin Encore B1-B2

Palash Boulevard

YashONE Wakad Central Yashwin Sukhniwas

Prudentia

Prudentia

Yashwin 2.0
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HOW  TECHNOLOGY  HAS  ADDED  TO  THE 
EFFECTIVENESS  &  ENTREPRENEURIALISM  OF 
THE  REAL ESTATE  SECTOR

As quoted by John Tudor, 
“Technology makes it possible 
for people to gain control over 

everything, except technology”. 
Technology today is instrumental 
in providing us with various means 
that help promote development in 
our day-to-day dynamics. It not only 
gives us instant access to any and all 
information needed, it also is time and 
cost effective. While technology has 
deeply penetrated into every single 
walk of our lives, it also plays a pivotal 
role in making the real estate sector 
more effective and enterprising. 
Technology and artificial intelligence 
are presently playing a key role in 
transforming corporate real estate. 
AI not only helps analyse the buyer’s 
behavior, it also helps segregate the 
potential buyers from the window 
shoppers. 
 
The start of the millennium gave a 
new lease to the real estate industry, 
when technology first integrated itself 
into the Indian corporate real estate 
(CRE). With the inclusion of classified 
advertisements done online- renting, 
buying and selling land has diversified 
the buyers and sellers’ market. Ever 
since then, the real estate sector of 
India has grown by leaps and bounds 
and has become one of the most stable 
and secure investments.

 
While the technological bend in 
the real estate sector has been 
slow and steady, the real shift in 
perspective came when we were 
hit with the pandemic. That’s when 
technology took a meteorological 
rise in every space. The real 
estate industry too underwent an 
unprecedented and dramatical 
transformation. 
 
 
Fractional ownership is one of 
the most emerging and upcoming 
real estate concepts, which has 
only been possible due to the 
advancement of technological 
tools available to us. With the help 
of technology, people living in far 
off places and NRIs, co-invest in 
properties to enjoy rental income 
and lucrative returns. With the 
help of AI, one can help scope the 
property, predict gains and study 
the economic trends, before 
investing. 
 
Post pandemic, the use of virtual 
walk-throughs via 3D renders is 
the norm. More and more sellers 
today are using the AI route, to 
allow prospective buyers to take a 
tour of the properties. This not only 
helps save a lot of time and energy 

of the buyer, it also gives 
them a more immersive 
experience, allowing them 
to tour multiple places 
from the comfort of their 
home, before shortlisting 
the perfect one. It is without 
doubt a buyer’s market, 
but the sellers too use 
technology to capitalize 
the value of their land by 
targeting a wider range of 
prospective buyers, long 
distance as well as NRIs.
 
 
Technology in the real estate 
industry is not only bound to 
the buyers and sellers, it also 
reflects a deep impact in 
the construction, financing, 
marketing and advertising 
spectrum of this booming 
industry.
 
As technology continues to 
weave itself more intricately 
all around us, one can’t 
deny that incorporating 
technology in real estate 
can only help boost growth, 
exponentially.

Source - Internet
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Take an appointment 
with your self. 
Believe in self-care...!!
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GPROMOTING 
EMPLOYEE 
HEALTH IN THE 
WORKPLACE

For a business to succeed, its people 
need to be mentally and physically 
healthy - after all, it’s hard to be 

productive when you’re not well. 
 
Taking care of your employee’s health in the 
workplace is not only beneficial to them; 
it also creates an effective and efficient 
working environment that benefits 
the business. Employee health and 
productivity go hand in hand. A mentally 
and physically healthy individual is more 
optimistic, creative, and motivated. 
 
VJ believes in investing in the wellbeing of 
its people. In fact, small solutions go a long 
way towards creating a healthy and happy 
environment for your workers. 
When we say, ‘People First’ we adhere to 
that in every manner. We want to make sure 
that the health of our employees is always 
in a good state.  
 
Due to our busy schedules, at times we find 
it difficult to manage regular health check-
up visits to a doctor. Keeping this in mind, 
our HR department organized Dental & Eye 
Check-up camps for our employees at 9 
locations recently.
 
 This initiative under taken in association 
with Loop Health Care, received a great 
response from all our offices & sites.
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SITE VISITS
It is always a moment of great joy to see 

your house at every level of construction. 
Especially when it is nearing the possession 

time. 
 
We organized a site visit program for the home 
owners of VJ Grand Central Mhada on 5th 
February 2023.
 
 Similarly, another site visit was organized for 
YashOne Hinjawadi D building home buyers on 
29th April 2023  
 
During these site visits, VJ home buyers came 
together with their families to visit their flats and 
see the updates of its construction.
 
There were volunteers and Engineers with each 
family to guide them about the activities in the 
event followed by their site visits.

A HOUSE IS MADE WITH
WALLS & BEAMS 
A HOME IS BUILT WITH
HOPES & DREAMS
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All of us are talented in our unique way. We 
just need to recognize our capacity and 
develop our talents to their full potential. 

 
The kids today are multi-talented. They manage 
their studies and playtime along with pursuing 
their hobbies and passion. And sometimes they 
also get inclined towards multiple activities at 
the same time. 
 
Our adorable Raisha Raigaonkar from A 1906 
YashONE Wakad Central is one such gem. 

EVERY CHILD HAS A HIDDEN TALENT
JUST WAITING TO BE REALISED. 

RAISHA RAIGAONKAR
YASHONE WAKAD CENTRAL - A1906

WHAT MAKES A CHILD GIFTED 
& TALENTED MAY NOT ALWAYS 
BE GOOD GRADES IN SCHOOL 
BUT A DIFFERENT WAY OF 
LOOKING AT THINGS 
AND LEARNING.

MRS. RACHANA RAIGAONKAR (RAISHA’S MOTHER)
YASHONE WAKAD CENTRAL - A1906
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She studies in the  5th Standard at Educon 
International School. She manages to divide her 
time between studies, sketching, painting, dancing 
and acting. From the age of 6 only she started with a 
formal training for her hobbies. Raisha is an active 
member of the Swantantra Theatre Group too and 
has already participated in multiple stage shows. 
 
Raisha’s mother is her biggest inspiration. 
She keeps motivating her daughter and helps 
her to balance out her time.



It is always a pleasure to 
connect with our home buyers. 
And VJ Samvaad has always 

been a great platform to address 
all the queries and concerns of 
our new home buyers which they 
might have. 
 
We believe in transparent 
communication. So, when 
someone buys a new house 

with us we try our best to make 
his journey from booking an 
apartment to the stage of 
possession; joyful and hassle 
free. There are various phases 
in this journey when they 
sometimes are worried about 
the progress of the project as 
they can’t visit the project site 
frequently.

VJ Samvaad gives them an op-
portunity to directly interact with 
the management of VJ and talk 
about their apprehensions and 
concerns. This is always a great 
support to settle the anxieties of 
new families and increase their 
level of confidence too.

Transparent Communication to all our VJ Parivaar members is one of our core 
objectives and we firmly believe to adhere to this in the best way possible.

WE ORGANISED AN OPEN HOUSE SESSION FOR
OUR HOME BUYERS FROM:

yashwin
ORIZZONTE

- KHARADI -
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#PEOPLE OF VJ
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The Elephant Whisperers’, 
which bagged an Academy 
Award nomination in the 

category of Best Documentary 
Short, has made the country 
proud by taking home an Oscar 
for the same. 
 
Filmed in the popular Mudumalai 
National Park (located in the 
lap of the majestic Nilgiri 
Mountains in Tamil Nadu), the 
41-minute film explores the 
tender relationship between an 
orphaned baby elephant named 
Raghu and a couple of mahouts, 
Bomman and Bellie, who 
dedicate their lives to raising 
him and protecting him from 
poachers. 
 
The documentary is based on 
Bomman and Bellie, who raised 
orphaned elephant calves in 
Tamil Nadu. 
 
Bomman and Bellie are seen 
caring for two orphaned 
elephant calves Raghu and 
Ammu at the Theppakadu 
Elephant Camp. Currently, they 
are taking care of another new 
calf named Dharmam, whose 
mother has also passed away. 

Bellie expressed her 
apprehension about raising 
another elephant but couldn’t 
say no when they brought 
Dharmam to her. 
 
Their work with elephant 
conservation has gained a lot of 
attention in India and abroad. 
Their love and dedication for the 
animals, which are central to 
the documentary has received 
wide acclaim. The film has also 
brought more attention to the 
importance of protecting the 
gentle giants and their habitats. 
Their story has inspired many 
others to take action and support 
elephant conservation efforts. 
 
The film has also highlighted the 
challenges is facing elephant 
conservation in India and the 
need for more people like 
Bomman and Bellie to help 
care for orphaned calves. The 
recognition they have received 
for their work is testament to 
their passion and commitment 
to making a difference in the 
lives of these animals. 
 
The Elephant Whisperers is a true 
masterpiece that showcases 

the beauty and intelligence of 
elephants and the importance 
of protecting them. Through 
powerful storytelling and 
stunning visuals, the film 
takes viewers on a journey into 
the world of these majestic 
creatures and the dedicated 
individuals who work tirelessly 
to care for them. 
 
But The Elephant Whisperers also 
sheds light on the challenges 
facing elephant conservation. 
With poaching and habitat loss 
threatening the survival of these 
magnificent animals, the film 
highlights the urgent need for 
action and the inspiring efforts 
of those working to protect them. 
 
Overall, The Elephant Whisperers 
is a must-watch for anyone 
who loves animals and wants 
to learn more about elephant 
conservation. Its powerful 
message and stunning visuals 
will leave a lasting impact on 
viewers, inspiring them to take 
action to protect these beloved 
creatures for generations to 
come. 
 
                                                         Source -Internet

PROUD MOMENT FOR INDIA
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Health freak Palladio, Tathawade residents organized

Badminton Tournaments

Men’s single

Mixed doubles 

Women’s doubles

Men’s doubles

Women’s single

Working professionals and home 
makers at Palladio society recently 
took part in the Badminton 

tournaments organized in their society.  
 
It was a 2nd year of Badminton Tournament 
at Palladio. There was a huge response from 
these middle aged residents specially from 
females. This year’s tournament witnessed 
around 120 matches organized on the 
weekends.  
  
There were total 5 categories in this 
tournament - Men’s single, Women’s single, 
Men’s doubles, Women’s doubles and Mixed 
doubles All the winners were given prizes on 
the last day of the tournament.  
Kudos to all the participants & winners!!

HEALTHY IS AN OUTFIT THAT LOOKS 
DIFFERENT ON EVERYBODY.
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Like every year, we at VJ celebrated the National Safety 
Week this year. The inauguration ceremony was held 
at YashOne Infinitee on 4th March in the presence 

of API, Ambore as a Chief Guest and Mr. Vilas Javdekar, 
Chairman, Vilas Javdekar Developers. There were around 
1000+ labours present for this event. Safety pledge were 
taken by all during the event. 
   
During this week, many activities like Job specific 
trainings, firefighting training, First Aid & CPR training, 
Power tool tacking training by HILTI, Safety belt demo 
while working on height, BOCW (Bldg & Other construction 
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working Act 1995) Registration benefit training, 
Rehabilitation session, exhibition of safety personal 
protective Equipments were conducted.

CELEBRATION OF 52nd NATIONAL SAFETY WEEK
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FILL YOUR FAVOURITE COLOUR
41



DOT TO DOT SUN
42



Ongoing Site
Construction Status

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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YASHONE HINJAWADI - ‘D’
LOWER PARKING THERMOPLASTIC PAINTING

WORK IS IN PROGRESS FOR CAR PARKING.

YASHONE HINJAWADI - ‘D’

LOWER PARKING THERMOPLASTIC PAINTING 

WORK IS IN PROGRESS FOR CAR PARKING.

YASHONE HINJAWADI - ‘D’
ALUMINUM WINDOW - EXTERNAL FRAME FIXING WORK IS 
COMPLETED UPTO 21ST FLOOR. SANITARY FITTING WORK IS 
IN PROGRESS AT 21ST FLOOR.
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Ongoing Site
Construction Status

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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YASHWIN ENCHANTÉ - ‘A1-A2’
3RD SLAB 1ST FLOOR SLAB. 65% SLAB CASTING 
IS COMPLETED. REMAINING SLAB SHUTTERING, 
REINFORCEMENT WORK IS GOING ON.

YASHWIN ENCHANTÉ - ‘E1-E2’
FOR 1ST SLAB, LOWER GROUND SLAB. 20% SLAB CASTING IS 

COMPLETED. 70% SHEAR WALL CASTING IS COMPLETED.

YASHWIN ENCHANTÉ - ‘F1-F2’
FOR 4TH SLAB, 2ND FLOOR SLAB. 20% SHEAR WALL CASTING 

IS COMPLETED. SLAB SHUTTERING WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

YASHWIN ENCHANTÉ - ‘B1-B2’
3RD SLAB, 1ST FLOOR SLAB. 25% SLAB CASTING 
IS COMPLETED. REMAINING SLAB SHUTTERING 
REINFORCEMENT REINFORCEMENT WORK IS 
GOING ON.

YASHWIN ENCHANTÉ -  ‘D1-D2’
FOR 2ND SLAB, STILT FLOOR SLAB. 10% SHEAR WALL CASTING 

IS COMPLETED. SLAB SHUTTERING WORK IS IN PROGRESS.
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Ongoing Site
Construction Status

yashwin
ORIZZONTE

- KHARADI -

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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YASHWIN ORIZZONTE - ‘IH’
STAIRCASE FLOORING WORK IS IN 

PROGRESS AT 11TH FLOOR. MOCKUP 
FLOOR FINISHING IS COMPLETED.

YASHWIN ORIZZONTE - ‘A’
FIRST COAT PAINTING WORK IS IN PROGRESS 
AT 18TH FLOOR. ACID WASH WORK IS IN 
PROGRESS AT 13TH FLOOR.

YASHWIN ORIZZONTE - ‘B’
22ND FLOOR INTERNAL DOOR FIXING WORK 

IS IN PROGRESS. ACRYLIC PLATE FIXING 
WORK IS COMPLETED TILL 18TH FLOOR.

YASHWIN ORIZZONTE - ‘D’
BLOCKWORK IS IN PROGRESS AT 16TH 

FLOOR. KITCHEN OTTA FITTING WORK IS 
COMPLETED  TILL 15TH FLOOR.

YASHWIN ORIZZONTE - ‘C’
25TH FLOOR SLAB IS COMPLETED. BLOCKWORK IS 
IN PROGRESS AT 16TH FLOOR. GYPSUM PLASTER 
WORK IS IN PROGRESS AT 13 TH FLOOR.
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YASHWIN ORIZZONTE - ‘E’
BLOCKWORK IS IN PROGRESS AT 10TH 
FLOOR. GYPSUM PLASTER WORK IS IN 

PROGRESS AT 6TH FLOOR.



Ongoing Site
Construction Status

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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YASHONE INFINITEE- ‘A1A2’
23RD FLOOR SLAB SHUTTERING AND 
REINFORCEMENT WORK IN PROGRESS. 
BLOCKWORK IS IN PROGRESS AT 18TH FLOOR.

YASHONE INFINITEE - ‘D1D2’
DOOR SHUTTERS FIXING WORK IS 

COMPLETED TILL 21ST FLOOR. INTERNAL 
PAINTING  1ST COAT IS COMPLETED TILL 

15TH FLOOR.

YASHONE INFINITEE - ‘C1C2’
INTERNAL FLAT FLOORING & LOBBY 
FLOORING IS COMPLETED FROM 1ST TO 
22ND FLOOR.

YASHONE INFINITEE - ‘B1B2’
LMR & OHWT SHUTTERING AND 

EINFORCEMENT WORK IS IN PROGRESS. 
WOODEN DOOR FRAM FIXING WORK IS 

COMPLETED TILL 15TH FLOOR.
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Ongoing Site
Construction Status

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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YASHWIN SUPERNOVA -  EXTERNAL DEVELOPMENT
A2 PODIUM - 1ST SLAB SHUTTERING AND REINFORCEMENT 
BINDING WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

YASHWIN SUPERNOVA - ‘C’
OHWT & PARAPET WALL CASTING WORK IS IN 

PROGRESS. WOODEN DOOR FRAME FIXING WORK 
IS COMPLETED TILL 18TH FLOOR.

YASHWIN SUPERNOVA - ‘B’
14TH FLOOR SLAB SHUTTERING AND REINFORCEMENT 

BINDING WORK IS IN PROGRESS. WATERPROOFING 
WORK IS IN PROGRESS AT 5TH FLOOR.

YASHWIN SUPERNOVA - ‘A’
BLOCKWORK IS IN PROGRESS AT 21ST FLOOR. 
26TH FLOOR SLAB SHUTTERING, REINFORCEMENT 
BINDING WORK IS IN PROGRESS.
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Ongoing Site
Construction Status

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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YASHWIN NUOVOCENTRO - ‘IH’
2ND SLAB GROUND FLOOR RCC WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

YASHWIN NUOVOCENTRO - PODIUM
RETAINING WALL RCC WORK IS IN PROGRESS

AT NORTH EAST CORNER.

YASHWIN NUOVOCENTRO - ‘A’
4TH SLAB, 1ST FLOOR RCC WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

YASHWIN NUOVOCENTRO - ‘B’
5TH SLAB, 2ND FLOOR RCC WORK IS IN 
PROGRESS.
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Ongoing Site
Construction Status

MAAN HINJAWADI

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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YASHONE ETERNITEE
UGWT - EXCAVATION WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

YASHONE ETERNITEE - ‘D’ 
5TH FLOOR SLAB 50% SHUTTERING WORK IS 

COMPLETED & REMAINING WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

YASHONE ETERNITEE - ‘C’
3RD FLOOR (ALUFORM MOCK FLOOR) 50% SLAB 
CASTING IS COMPLETED AND  ANOTHER 50% 
SHUTTERING WORK IS STARTED.
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Ongoing Site
Construction Status

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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VJ GRAND CENTRAL
TOP TERRACE FIRE BOOSTER PUMP LINE WORK IS COMPLETED 

PLUMBING LOOPING WORK IS 95%COMPLETED.
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Ongoing Site
Construction Status

TOWN
CENTRE

Retail & Commercial Spaces
near EON Wakad

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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VJ TOWN CENTRE
EXTERNAL PAINTING - PRIMER WORK IS IN PROGRESS.
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Ongoing Site
Construction Status

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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VJ INDILIFE
SECONDARY CASTING - 12TH FLOOR WEST SIDE REINFORCEMENT 

BINDING WORK IS IN PROGRESS

VJ INDILIFE
 RCC WORK - TOP TERRACE POUR 1 REINFORCEMENT

BINDING WORK IS INPROGRESS.
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Ongoing Site
Construction Status

Please visit www.javdekars.com for more updates and photographs about construction.
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VJ HAPPINESS STREET - RHS 
 FRONT MEGA SHOPS (GF) GYPSUM 

WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

VJ HAPPINESS STREET - RHS 
4TH SLAB (2ND FLOOR SLAB) SHUTTERING IS 
100% COMPLETED, REINFORCEMENT WORK AND 
PT WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

VJ HAPPINESS STREET - RHS
GF SHOPS GYPSUM WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

VJ HAPPINESS STREET -  RHS
BASEMENT TREMIX WORK IS IN PROGRESS.

VJ HAPPINESS STREET - RHS
SHOPS ROLLING SHUTTER FIXING WORK IS IN 
PROGRESS.
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